










December 4, 2019 
ATTN: Planning and Zoning 
 
We appreciate the time you spend as public servants.  It’s come to my attention that Under 
Current has applied for a conditional use permit for the purchase of Moose Creek Ranch, asking 
for approval for 90 guest tents, 120 parking places, 2 communal bathrooms and “prefab mobile 
structures” as well as other structures including kitchen, restaurant, and laundry facilities.  
There is much opposition for this by my family and surrounding residents, and we would like to 
express our strong opposing views.  
 
This proposal is a very high-density development which will destroy our serene views of natural 
wildlife, increase traffic on the already very heavily traveled and dangerous Highway 33 from 
Jackson, WY and increased traffic along the Old Jackson Highway, where families and children 
live, and wildlife freely roam.   
 
The Old Jackson Highway often has deer, moose, elk, and other wildlife seen frequently at all 
times of the year.  The proposed increase of traffic will certainly have an adverse effect on 
grazing and feed supply for these animals in their natural habitat.  The natural sightings could 
become scarce.  We are concerned there will certainly be more accidents because of the 
proposed development, due to more pedestrians, bikers, more traffic on the road, and more 
congestion than there is already.  We’re sure you’re aware of the range of cars driving to 
Jackson every morning.  Rush hour traffic is always backed up coming down the pass into Victor 
after working in Jackson.  It is almost impossible to even make a left hand turn from the south 
end of Victor, turning east towards the Old Jackson Highway from 4-7 pm.  This development is 
certain to make this horrible situation even worse and much more dangerous.  Victor is not the 
place for a development like this in Teton County, Idaho! We all clearly like the gentle sound of 
silence in the mountains. Let’s keep it that way and not have an inappropriate use of large-scale 
development in an otherwise fairly stable environment.  Let’s not completely change the 
sounds and beautiful views we now freely enjoy. Such a large-scale development is grossly 
inappropriate for this area of our valley. 
 
In addition, the insufficient road infrastructure which would affect nearby intersections cannot 
handle the dramatic increase in traffic that will occur if this excessive development is approved.  
The Old Jackson Highway is narrow and already has hidden curves and hills.  There is no place 
to allow for turn lanes, which effects the flow of traffic.  This proposal, if approved would have 
a great adverse effect on our valley’s future, with unclear views and danger for pedestrians and 
bikers.  We don’t need to set up a perfect petri dish to breed more accidents, injuries, and 
fatalities. The Old Jackson Highway which intersects the current rural dirt road, would 
drastically increase dust from all the traffic should this application be approved.  Road 
maintenance is expensive and not something we taxpayers want to invest in.   It is not 
reasonable to add ANY more tents or buildings to Moose Creek Ranch.  Moose Creek Ranch 
already has the capacity to house multiple families on vacations with all their current facilities.   
 
 



As a child my grandfather Eugene Ross owned much of the land along the Old Jackson Highway 
and we have seen tremendous growth on what used to grow potatoes on the family farm. 
(Larry Thall’s teeny house obnoxious subdivision, Mountainside Village along the Old Highway is 
ALREADY way overcrowded and he wants even more clustered, crowded tiny homes there, too, 
which I am strongly opposed to as well!) Adding Moose Creek’s proposal to Thall’s approved 
future development would be completely irresponsible with very little foresight, into the 
adverse effects it will create. It completely violates the Teton County Comprehensive Plan 
which promotes keeping the rural character of our landscape. Neither Thall’s nor Under Current 
coincides with the rural character of our landscape. 
 
 Of course growth, over time, is expected.  We believe, however, responsible well-thought out 
growth, considerate to those effected by the growth must be thoughtfully designed. As you 
hopefully can see, the proposed large scale congested development at Moose Creek will also 
completely change the ambiance of the Old Jackson Highway which intersects the road to 
Moose Creek Ranch as it is right now.  
 
There is lack of genuine solid support for this project by neighbors and those in the community.  
In reality those effected by this are greatly concerned. Please keep the base of the hill by 
Moose Creek Ranch serene, and let the wildlife roam as they have.  A much better plan would 
be to use the beautiful rural facilities at Moose Creek the way they have been for years, which 
already has sufficient kitchens, cabins, parking, places for tents, and a large lodge for guests.  
This is unnecessary! 
 
For the foregoing reasons, we urge you to not approve this proposal for Moose Creek Ranch 
development. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Jon and Cyndi Benson 
9250 Old Jackson Highway 
Victor, ID  
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